1976 Electronic Brake Systems

GENERAL MOTORS SKID CONTROL WIRING
1976 Electric Windshield Wipers

GENERAL MOTORS ROUND-MOTOR
WIPER SYSTEM WIRING

GENERAL MOTORS SQUARE-MOTOR
WIPER SYSTEM WIRING

GENERAL MOTORS PULSE CONTROL
WIPER SYSTEM WIRING
GENERAL MOTORS BUZZER WIRING
1976 Power Seat Controls

Seating Adjuster Switch
- Orange - Black
- Lt. Green
- Lt. Blue
- Org. - Blk.

To Circuit Breaker

Solenoids
- 1
- 2
- 3

General Motors 4-Way & 6-Way Power Seat Wiring
1976 Power Seat Controls

GENERAL MOTORS
TWO-WAY POWER SEAT WIRING

GENERAL MOTORS
SEAT BACK LATCH WIRING
1976 Turn Signal & Hazard Flasher Systems

ALL CAR MODELS TURN SIGNAL & HAZARD WARNING WIRING (TYPICAL)